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TPH OFS Research: Offshore Market Update

Offshore Demand Not Likely to Impress Over Next Several Quarters
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Current Downturn Unprecedented in Magnitude
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Floater Contract Rollover Schedule by Region
Still Some Air Left in (Activity Reduction) Tires in the Deepwater U.S. GOM
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TPH Base Case Floater Demand Forecast
Don’t Hold Breath for Big Uptick in Floating Rig Activity Over Next Couple Years
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TPH Base Case Jackup Demand Forecast
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Framing Current Floater S&D Imbalance

INCLUDES	
  28	
  PETROBRAS	
  
NEWBUILDS	
  AND	
  10	
  
CURRENTLY	
  COLD-‐
STACKED	
  6TH	
  GEN	
  RIGS	
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Framing Current Jackup S&D Imbalance
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What Does It Take To Balance The Market?

For pricing power to return to
the market and dayrates to
cease their declines towards
cash breakeven, we need to
see rig demand grow ~5-10%
and boat supply fall by 1,100+
vessels. Need to see >85%
utilization or <4x vessel to rig
ratio for pricing power to return
to the market.

Source: IHS MarineBase, TPH Research
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OSV Fleet Attrition Since 2000

2000-2015, only ~220 vessels were
scrapped. <10 vessel scrapped YTD’16
Interesting to note, TDW represented
~1/3rd of the vessels scrapped / retired
over this time frame. Seems a long putt
to bank on >800 vessel scrappings
near-term.

Source: IHS MarineBase, TPH Research
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